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The 4. Over its nearly 30 year production history the 4. While the general make-up of the engine
remained the same over its production history, the engine revisions upgraded and changed
many components and features over the years. As you can imagine, engine technology has
progressed significantly since Despite first being introduced 35 years ago, there are tons of
these vehicles still on the road today. However, while these engines are rock-solid for the most
part, there are still a handful of common problems worth mentioning. The idle control valve sits
on the throttle body and is responsible for adjusting the amount of air that enters the engine at
idle, ultimately controlling engine idle speeds. Once you begin to use the accelerator, it opens
up allowing full air flow. Over time, from the large volumes of air that pass through it, the valve
can get gunked or clogged up and being to function poorly, creating idle issues. The throttle
position sensor is responsible for reading how far down the accelerator pedal is pressed, and
relaying that to the throttle body. Like the ICV, the throttle position sensor is mounted onto the
throttle body and can wear down over time, get dirty, or completely fail. The intake gasket sits
between the intake manifold and the cylinder head. It is responsible for sealing engine vacuum,
and also engine coolant. Most gaskets are made of rubber, or paper, and are subject to high
pressures and high temperatures. Over time, the pressure and temperature exerted on the
gasket can cause it to wither down, crack, etc. As the intake manifold controls air-to-fuel ratios,
leaking vacuum can throw these off and lead to the engine running very lean. The end result is
poor performance, cylinder misfires, and possibly stalling. Additionally, you can begin to leak
engine coolant down the cylinder block. The most noticeable symptom of this will be a low
coolant light, engine overheating, or coolant puddles underneath your car. Intake gaskets are
known to start leaking as frequently as every 50, miles. We recommend inspecting for leaks
frequently and replacing this every 80, miles or as it becomes a problem. The distributor cap
failing is a common problem across all Vortec engines. The Vortec distributor is responsible for
providing the ignition coils with the electricity required to power the spark plugs and create
combustion. Wires connect to the distributor, which has a mechanical piece inside that spins in
a circle to generate the voltage for the coils. In vortec engines, the problem stems with the cap
on the distributor, not the actual distributor itself. The cap is made of plastic. And the distributor
sits in a high-heat part of the engine with poor air circulation or cooling. The cap is prone to
warping from the heat, which results in the cap rubbing against the distributor rotor button. This
causes the rotor bushing to wear out and the distributor begins to no longer be able to turn. The
simplest option here to fix this problem is upgrading to a distributor that has an aluminum
housing on it. In some cases, the distributor can be prevented from turning completely, which
will prevent the truck from starting. In most cases, the distributor will still turn enough to power
the car, but not enough for it to run properly, causing a ton of misfires. The spider system uses
a central pump with 6 tubes connected to it that lead to each of the 4. In the L35 and LF6
engines, the spider injectors are known to leak at the pressure regulator and at the supply and
return lines due to a design fault. Outside of leaking fuel onto the exterior of the engine itself, it
can cause excess fuel to get sucked into the engine. When this happens, you have excess fuel
in the engine creating very rich air to fuel ratios. Like pretty much all of these other engine
problems, this can result in engine misfires. Some of the fuel can go unburnt in the cylinder and
then lead to premature combustion due to heat, creating a misfire. In a properly functioning
engine, fuel burns in even pockets instead of all at once. The pockets burn in even timing, in
sync with engine cycles. Engine knock occurs when the fuel burns unevenly and out of sync
with the engine cycles. Engine knock can be caused by a ton of factors, such as low-grade fuel,
bad spark plugs, carbon build-up, etc. Engine knock is terrible for your engines internals and
can cause serious damage to the pistons and to the cylinder walls. On the 4. However, it sounds
like most people have fixed the issue by replacing the pistons in the engine. The newest 4.
Owners have reported the car requiring two quarts or more of oil in between normal oil
changes. The excessive oil consumption is likely to be caused by the Active Fuel Management
system. There is currently an opened class-action lawsuit relating to oil consumption for the
Vortec engines, but many of the Vortec owners are claiming to have similar problems. Most
people have reported that disabling the AFM system will fix the oil consumption issues. It is
mostly a nuisance. Overall, the 4. Generally, these engines are extremely capable of lasting up
to , miles. However, to make it to the k mark, you are likely going to replace the distributor,
water pump, transmission, ignition control modules, and a handful of other parts numerous
times. As always, to maximize reliability and engine longevity, its important to keep up with
standard engine maintenance schedules and tune-ups. Went with a aluminum shaft distributor
and still get a multiple random misfire. In my opinion the Chevy 4. Do you have any pictures,
web links, and YouTube videos that can show me exactly where the knock sensor is on a 4.
Could be your coil. The aluminum distributor I bought was 20 degrees retarded and my engine
misfired until I ground the hold down and now it runs good. The mass airflow sensor can make

it misfire also. I have a Chevy 5 speed v6 with , miles on it. Nothing ever been put on except a
slave cylinder. Only codes i have ever had were P,for long time ran great. Had something similar
happen. Check if the coil is firing. Could be the same problem. I have a 4. It is my daily driver. I
had a ford with a v6 it was a good truck to with miles. I hope the chevy will be as good. I it got a
bad mess and iwas told it could be a fuel regulator bad spiders and it will to fix iff i keep driver it
it will wreck motor let me no ty. I have a 95 gmc sonoma 4. In some situations where there is a
vacuum leak, a properly operating Mass Air Flow sensor MAF is sending correct air-to-fuel-ratio
information to the Power-train Control Module PCM , but the intake manifold is sucking a
different ratio because the vacuum leak occurs after air passes through the MAF. I bought my
Silverado used in It is unusual in that it has a 4. V6 with standard cab, long bed, premium sound
system with surround sound, and a factory towing package with electric trailer brakes, bed
cover, and 4 wheel drive. The truck had 98, miles on the clock. The truck pulled my 4, lb. The
truck has , miles now. The only problems I had were: 1. Water pump leaking 2. Intake manifold
water leak. Fuel pump failed. O2 sensor failed. Radio CD player died 7. Replaced entire brake
system due to corrosion and fluid leaks. Overall this truck has been a great truck. I get
compliments offers to buy it all the time. Man oh man this truck has been a whopper for meâ€¦.
At about k miles in I decided to run some sea foam through itband give it a basic tune up. Ran
good the day of snd night of the tune up. Okay, so then I dive into it after work. All new sensors
under the hood, new distributor cap and rotor, new plugs , new plug wires, new ignition coil,
new alternator, new thermostat. Other than the electrically body harness and everything else
that bolts to the motor. Then still fought the same missfire issues for another couple of months.
So the new motor and transmission are installed. And still Im facing the same problems to
today. Truck fires up. I mostly get the p and p codes with some random p or p codes. It is
essentially a beat up on the outside looking but brand new everywhere else truck. I honestly
believe that the 4. I think just like everything else somethings might go wrong with some of the
4. But these are just my opinions. And like I said my Chevy 4. Dodsonsays For sure they are
great motors. Right now the P code is my nemesis. And from DS head to DS block to the
chassis. From Battery Negative to original location next to the starter motor and from Battery
negative to the front cross member chassis. Battery Negative to Block, done. Block to chassis,
done. Block to body, done. Almost no information. Just ordered me the Ancel FX diagnostics
scanner tool on Amazon. Hello i have a Gmc Sierra with a blown 4. Only replaced O2 sensor and
alternator so far. Looking forward to the next k. Matthew I really believe what you should have
done from the start was check your injectors. Not the wiring. The one thing you did was
internal.. The injectors fire because of the ignition module knowing what cylinder position and it
controls the ground and closes the circuit. Some vehicles moved that function to the computer..
But if it has an ignition module and injectors first. Your email address will not be published.
Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. Our site is all about
Chevy Trucks, from the classics to today. We post engine problems guides, reliability guides,
performance upgrades, lift kits, suspension, you name it. Chevy 4. Symptoms of Failing Vortec
Distributor Engine misfires P to P engine codes for misfire Engine is slow to start, or not
starting Poor idling, acceleration, etc. Comments Chevy Silverado 4. This indicates a random
misfire, and one which has been caused by a vacuum leak. Before you throw in the towel, you
gotta check for vacuum leaks! Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. Footer About ChevyTrucks. Search Search the site Legal Pages Privacy Policy.
Privacy Policy. Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Auto Check One
Owner! Find out for yourself why we have earned the reputation of 'What a Dealership Should
Be! Engine: 8-cylinders Drive Wheel Configuration: four wheel drive. Is it possible to fall in love
with a vehicle? It is when your vehicle is as prestige as the Chevrolet Silverado HD. This
4WD-equipped vehicle will handle majestically on any terrain and in any weather condition your
may find yourself in. The benefits of driving an Four Wheel Drive vehicle, such as this
ChevroletSilverado HD Work Truck, include superior acceleration, improved steering, and
increased traction and stability. This means GM is always endeavoring to innovate and continue
to improve the truck's design. The result, however, is that whether hauling equipment to a job
site, working a farm or towing a boat, the Silverado and are designed for toughest jobs, and
they are some of the best-designed trucks available from any manufacturer. Made in either
short- or long-bed form, with 2- or 4-wheel drive, optional dual rear wheels and with a choice of
several impressively powerful engines, the Silverado can be set up do just about anything
asked of it. To understand the impressive value potential of the HD Silverado, take the 2-wheel
drive Configured as a regular cab work-truck and equipped with the entry-level 6. Strengths of
this model include wide variety of configurations, Superior heavy-duty towing and hauling
capability, class-leading design, available 4-wheel drive, and powerful engine lineup. Wheels;
18" Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No

pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions.
See store for details. Some restrictions apply. Well-known by many, the Silverado HD has
become a household name in the realm of quality and prestige. Different terrains and varying
weather conditions will have no effect as to how this vehicle performs. Intricately stitched
leather and ergonomic design seats are among the details in which test drivers say that
Chevrolet Silverado HD LTZ is in a league of its own If not for a few miles on the odometer you
would be hard-pressed to know this Chevrolet Silverado HD is a pre-owned vehicle. Fast, yet
nimble, this highly refined automobile will turn heads wherever you go, provided of course, they
even see you. There are options that you need, And there are options that you want.
Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products can
eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Down payment match only
available if you finance thru Fuller. The following items have been reconditioned on this vehicle:
new pair of tires! AutoNation Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram of Johnson City has a wide selection of
exceptional brand new and pre-owned vehicles to choose from. We appreciate the time you're
taking to research in your car buying experience and we'll work hard in order to place you with
the perfect vehicle to fit your needs. It's meant for the person who strives for a classy,
comfortable, and luxurious car. When Chevrolet created this vehicle with 4 wheel drive, they
immediately enhanced the performance ability. Easily switch between two and four wheel drive
to take advantage of the improved traction. Drive away in this amazing Chevrolet Silverado HD
and enjoy the realization of having the manufacturer's factory warranty coverage still in effect.
Do you really need any other reason to want one? You'll see the world in a whole new way
thanks to the navigation system that comes with this vehicle. Interesting features of this model
are wide variety of configurations, Superior heavy-duty towing and hauling capability,
class-leading design, available 4-wheel drive, and powerful engine lineup At AutoNation, we
strive to make the car buying experience as hassle free and enjoyable as possible for you. We
hope to see you in the near future and if you have any questions, please contact us so we may
be of assistance. We are excited to offer this Chevrolet Silverado HD. It is incomparable for the
price and quality. This model sets itself apart with wide variety of configurations, Superior
heavy-duty towing and hauling capability, class-leading design, available 4-wheel drive, and
powerful engine lineup We look forward to seeing you soon! Please call us for more
information. COM Not only are we continuing to monitor the situation locally and globally, we
are also taking active measures to ensure our grounds and facility are safe and secure. We have
done this by increasing our cleaning and disinfecting efforts to combat any chance possible
contamination. As always, if you feel remaining in the comfort of your home is most beneficial
for you and your family we will be offering our White Glove Delivery Program for your shopping
convenience. Our store will continue business as usual with the same hours, and our sales
department will be able to help you with any questions you might have. We are ensuring a safe
space for you to shop and visit for all your vehicle needs! Look no further!! This truck is the
perfect choice to help accomplish almost anything you throw at it. Not to mention the High
Country trim level, you're guaranteed to get all the bells and whistles. At Honda of Salem, we're
interested in a long-term relationships. We make it easy to discover the difference between a
car-dealership and car-partnership and think you'll really enjoy our approach. Price does not
include a charge for 0. This is a Clean Carfax vehicle. Stop by our dealership or give us a call for
more information. Our knowledgeable sales staff is available to answer any questions that you
might have. Please chat, email or call and request your VIP Appointment today. While every
reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this information, we are not responsible for
any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Recent Arrival! Chevrolet Certified
Pre-Owned Certified! What's more, they're also dedicated to helping you maintain it long after
you drive it home for the first time. Plus sales tax, title and license. Price contains all applicable
dealer incentives and non-limited factory rebates. You may qualify for additional rebates; see
dealer for details. All advertised prices exclude title and registration fees, sales tax, and service
fees. Transmission: Automatic Drive Wheel Configuration: rear wheel drive. Family Owned and
Operated for 4 Generations. You Will Be Satisfied!!! Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby.
Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Engine Details
Transmission Automatic 2, Manual 1. Cylinders 8 cylinders 2, Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing
Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. Check
Availability. New Listing. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of 2, listings. Overall Consumer Rating.
Is running well but has spent 30 days with its other friends getting repaired. New Seat belts and
cooling system redone as well as random electrical items not starting when truck starts. Sign
Up. Skip to main content of results for "replacement radio for chevy silverado". Skip to main
search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging

Option. New Arrivals. Amazon Global Store. International Shipping. Filter results by your
vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter the results below. Enter a new
vehicle. In stock on March 3, Get it as soon as Tue, Mar 2. Get it as soon as Thu, Feb Only 15 left
in stock - order soon. Get it as soon as Fri, Feb FREE Shipping. Only 9 left in stock - order soon.
Only 3 left in stock - order soon. N
texture new yorker
2001 dodge dakota tccm
wiring diagram for rv plug
eed help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

